
UnNamed Forms of Space and Matter  
 

“TO CREATE STRUCTURE AND ORDER, 
OR TO LIVE IN A FLUID STATE OF FLUX?” 

- Andrea Zittel, 2013 
 
Situated in a decommissioned church, and pulling on a web of overlapping aesthetic, historical, 
and material connections, Steinbach’s installation “UnNamed Forms of Space and Matter” seems 
to consider a similar question to Zittel’s. 
 
Where this building stands was once covered in water.  Lake Agassiz, a body of water thought to 
have been as large as the Black Sea was situated in the middle of North America.  Due to glacial 
melt it dispersed, running through this area and eventually raising global sea levels an estimated 
2.6-9.2 feet. Centuries later we walk dry land, build structures, name streets, and know a 
different place than the water that once rose high above where our heads are now.  Look up 
then: imagine waves above, and stars above them, stars that allowed for mapmaking and 
navigation.  Ships sailed following a course mapped by humans and set by these stars.  Steinbach 
has taken forms of stars gathered from 3,000 years of nautical maps and turned them into 
sculptures cut from steel.  These are left with pigment and salt to rust and create a relic, a 
remnant that he terms an “artifact”.  These objects hang on the architecture like fragments of sky, 
torn and partial, like sails that catch no wind in this now enclosed space.   
 
These forms were once deeply useful – travel and trade depended on them. The stars allowed 
trade to bring lapis lazuli from Afghanistan to Italy where it was ground into a finely powdered 
pigment more valuable than gold: Ultramarine Blue.  This blue, literally translated as “over the 
sea”, becomes associated with the Madonna in religious painting because it is so costly and 
precious. While aesthetically beautiful, the ultramarine pigment also signals social and economic 
power. Steinbach’s installation within historically religious architecture includes the presence of 
two large luminous stained glass windows of both Christopher Columbus and John Ireland.  
These figures introduce complex historical narratives – both local and global – about the burden 
of “discovery”, naming, and economic, state and religious power.   
 
Throughout history, geological and cultural change, we name, un-name, and re-name. Given 
time, changes in temperature, and varying conditions of light, the ultramarine pigment can fade.  
In terms of physical matter, this is described as “fugitive”.  The color itself can “flee” the painting.  
The glass jars in the empty niches recall the waters once flooding this area as well as the 
potential for alchemy… more beautiful and unreadable rivulets running from the rusted stars. 
 
“UnNamed Forms of Space and Matter” suggests that we live in a “fugitive” world.  What we 
attempt to map, organize, describe, name, and so understand – flees from us even as we begin to 
grasp it.  Glacial melt disperses one of the earth’s largest bodies of water, the ultramarine we see 
today may have been very different centuries ago, stars fade. Even what we have counted on for 
navigation may have been dead for many years and we rely on the ghost of the thing.  In the 
end, these particular “artifacts”- this constellation of stars taken from charts- so many fragments- 
will be again dispersed as Steinbach intends to give away the work once the exhibition is 
complete. 
 “TO CREATE STRUCTURE AND ORDER, OR TO LIVE IN A FLUID STATE OF FLUX?” It seems 
Steinbach’s work finds in the world and reflects in it’s form both- it’s not an “or” question. 
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